Welcome
It’s time to go home! After two years of being estranged from our
beloved Nest it is finally time where we can all gather on the glade
again and welcome each other home in whatever way that means
to you at a burn. Be it your spiritual home, your desired community
home or just the place where you feel your supreme self in the
comfort of your own body. Home.
As we’ve spent the best part of two years in houses, vans, caves
and buildings, furnished with memories, tat and loving comforts.
This year’s theme aims to make that transition back into the glade
a little softer. Maybe even blur the lines a little.
‘Welcome Home’ is the theme. Imagine a glade full of those
comforts; lamps, rugs, cushions, picture frame walls, board games,
candle sticks and chimneys. Whatever home means to you bring
those comforts to the glade and let us invite each other in. Maybe
there’s something that kept you real warm these past two years
that you’re not ready to part with or would like to share with a
stranger. Maybe it’s a book you read that changed your outlook.
Maybe it’s a comfy toy so hugged it’s holy. Maybe you’ve finally
perfected that family recipe and want to have a dinner party by the
lake with some old or new friends.
Whatever has kept you warm these past two years and feel
comfortable to do so then by all means please bring. We want to
see what home means to you, in every sense of the word. And
what’s a better welcome home then a massive welcome home
party!
Close to the entrance gate we have a large flat field open to free
camping. Just down the road and centrally located on site you will
find an area of rolling green hills, aka “the glade”, which serves as
the focus of activity at Nest. Here you will discover Centre Camp,
a community space for all to use and enjoy. Further down is a

to Nest
collection of wild and wonderful themed camps of all kinds (both
returning and new) we lovingly call “theme cabins”, in respect of
our humble origins on a small campground in Wales. On the other
side of the glade you will find Medical, Welfare, and Security.
Just past the theme camps by the first lake is our effigy: The Nest &
Yippee (part yurt, part teepee) . A sanctuary that Welcomes Home
all baby birds. The Nest & Yippee will be burnt on Saturday night, a
symbolic climax of celebration, after a build up of fire performances
and merrymaking.
Beyond the glade and up the hill you can find the temple, a nondenominational space for quiet contemplation, reflection, and
ceremony. All are welcome to use it, add to it, being respectful of its
role as a sacred space. This year it is a co-created structure across
the event where people come in the morning to add their own
leaf. In the evening gentle lighting will transform our co-created
temple into a space of visual tranquility with light based movement.
On Sunday evening around dark O’Clock a silent procession will
commence from the lawn to the Temple where we will cleanse our
energies in the sacred burning of the Temple. You are invited to
make the temple your own, by writing on it anything you want to
release through fire, or by bringing any objects to lay in the central
altar.
Many months of hard work have already gone into preparing Nest
2022, ready for you to join our village and add your own special
contribution to this colourful mix of citizens. We share a space where
people can express themselves and enjoy the expressions of others,
all in mutual respect and consent. It’s going to be a special one this
year and we can’t wait to see you there.
Much Love,
Nest
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Nest
Self-expression
The freedom to be yourself
Nest provides a blank canvas - welcoming, supportive and ready
for you and your creative energy. You have the freedom to be
yourself. Become who you are.
Self-reliance
You are responsible for you, mentally and physically
From food, water, rest & warmth to emotional support &
grounding - you need to take care of yourself. Give yourself what
you need. Ask others for help when you need it.
No commerce
Forget about money – there’s nothing to buy
We enjoy a respite from financial exchange. Instead, we engage
in an economy that explores the value of gifting, cooperation and
participation beyond monetary reward.
Leave a Better Trace
From dust to dust, we leave only footprints
We care for the environment and we take care of our home. We
clean up after ourselves; we leave nothing behind; we leave no
trace we were there.
Radical Inclusion
Everyone is welcome
We welcome everyone for their unique contribution. Include
others as you want to be included: with respect, consideration
and tolerance.
Gifting
Devotion to the act of giving
The value of a gift is unconditional, whether it be an act of kindness
or a material object. Gifting freely does not oblige any return in
kind.

Participation
Get involved – Nest is what we make it
The more you put in, the more you get out. This is not an event
for sitting out on the sidelines. Jump in, break boundaries and
contribute to the tapestry of this rich & supportive environment.
Civic Responsibility
Part of something larger
We recognise that our community forms part of a wider populace. We
seek to engage with, benefit from and contribute to the mechanisms
of civil society. We take back home what we find and create at Nest.
Communal Effort
Together we are stronger
We value cooperation and collaboration. A collection of selfreliant individuals, we work together to create a force far
stronger than the sum of our parts
Education
Each one teach one
We celebrate and recognise the value of our collective
knowledge, skills and experiences. We seek opportunities
to share and build upon this fundamental pillar of our
community.
Immediacy
Make now count
Be here now. Make now count. All this will soon be gone, so
enjoy now. Experience, participate, be. This is all there is, and
you are exactly where you need to be.

Theme Camps

Panravia

Welcome to Panravia, your home away from home. A cosy spot where
you can put your feet up and relax with your fellow travelers. You
are invited to join us to awaken all of your senses. From our daily tea
service, to frequent cuddle puddles and workshops exploring conscious
connection – we create a friendly space to chill and recharge.

Intergalactic Häus of Mojo

You’ve travelled for what feels like, many light years. Isolated in
space, restricted and unable to visit far away loved ones. You spot
a bar, on a strange and primordial planet, and land in need of rest.
As you approach it, you are overcome with a sense of familiarity. It
appears to be no more than a shack. You see a traveller sauntering
over to a taxi, they’re singing at the top of their lungs as they are
whipped away. What is this place? You smile and walk through the
door. It might look murky, but there is a rack of home brewed cider,
strange cocktails and other refreshments. It is well lit aside from
the odd dark corner… The atmosphere is warm, relaxed and the bar
person is grinning ear to ear. You step up to the bar, the sound of
laughing, cheering, and music fills you ears. Another traveller seems
to recognise you, embraces you and pushes a drink into your hand.
Welcome home, traveller.

Camp Costume Camp

Camp Costume Camp will be bringing hundreds of costumes and
a makeup station to set up a fashion hub in the lush green fields!
Packed the wrong things for the entire marvel you are faced with at
Nest? Come and see us and we’ll find you something wonderfully
unsuitable! Are you looking for inspiration and pieces for your
fabulous walk over the grounds? Come and see us for combinations
beyond your wildest fashion dreams. Sparkly and unique garments
made of the finest fabrics that have all been preloved! Is your mood
changing throughout the day and your outfit no longer represents
how you feel inside? Come and see us and we’ll transform you to
align with your new vibe in no time!

Magic Shack

A family friendly space with daily workshops, to juice the mind, body
and soul. Chill but vibey, with games, comfies, chats and more. Come
make a dream catcher, get immersed by ecstatic dance or just get
plain silly. We got you!

Essex in the Glade

Coffee & classics in the late mornings, accompanied by classical music.
A shot after dark – coffees after midnight, accompanied by dance music.
Other hot beverages will also be available. We hope our Amphibian
themed area will be used during the days and in the evenings by fellow
Nestlings looking for a space to do their thing in.

The Antiquarian Speak-Easy

An eclectic hangout zone based around interesting dialogue,
word games and fascinating antiquities. Occasional theme parties
too…

The Snug

Somewhere to feast your feet, gird your eyes and rest your loins after
a long day/night/what is time, at The Snug we will hand you a burrito
and make a blanket burrito of you.

Coorie

A small and chilled space for tea, biscuits and midnight soup!

The Hot Mess

Hot Mess is the place to play with fire. See flames dance in time to
music, rake patterns in flaming sand or lie down and let yourself be
mesmerised by the rolling curls and whorls of our upside-down fire.
We’ll also have a pile of marshmallows and toasting forks, plus hot
chocolate for the ultimate campfire experience.

Camp Crumpet

Come to Crumpet for the banging tunes, also the… banging. Camp
Crumpet will be playing excellent music and burning twinkly lights
Wednesday to Sunday night. It’s a great space for dancing, chilling
and play. Nothing is compulsory, everything is permitted, just don’t
bother anyone else. During the day, we will be running workshops and
performances, check out our notice board for the schedule.

BuildyMcBuildFace

Skill sharing and inclusion for anyone who wants to build things!
BuildyMcBuildFace is for anyone, of any build ability who dreams of
wielding power tools with confidence (almost wrote abandon, but
safety third people!), have ambitions worthy of a desert, just love Build,
or casually want to pick up a new skill here with some other fabulous
humans.

Escape Box

Come and see if you can solve the puzzles of the Escape Box
before the time runs out!

Psychedellyfish

Come one come all and jiggle and wiggle your gelatinous selves
with the swarm! The Psychedellyfish returns home after 2 years
adrift on the ocean currents. Expect funky tunes, much dancing
and merriment, and our usual plethora of hippy-trap lighting. If
you’re lucky (and we have the sea dollars) we might even run a
bar too. Available for daytime workshops.

The Temple of One Duck

A bearded drunkard propped heavily against the Mojo bar once
told me…“Listen closely enough laddie, and the wind whispers
a tale of a temple long since lost to the world of men. A shrine
deep in the jungle built in the honour of the Great Duck, a
being of unimaginable volume. Legends say this lost haven has
the most immaculate vibes, the sweetest beats and the finest
turbocider in Devon.” I looked askance at the swaying man. “You
mean to say One Duck are doing a hippy-trap chill space!?!” The
man gripped me, wide eyed and teeth exposed. “Thats exactly it
laddie. The Lost Temple! The Temple of One Duck”

The Imaginarium

Roll up, Roll up! Prepare to enter The Imaginarium: a place for
the mind to run wild and reach out deep into the Universe.
An artistic, musical, recreational and spiritual kaleidoscope to
transport you through the looking-glass. Gratified Ignorance or
Self-fulfilled Enlightenment? The choice is yours for the taking.

Other
Other Camps
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Groups
The Point

The Point is the hub of our home, the beating heart - a space
for all the Nest community to enjoy. This year you will find it up on
higher ground to ensure we can enjoy our wonderful communal area
without noise restrictions. Here you will find all manner of workshops
and happenings so check the boards to see what’s on. We have a
variety of musical additions to the guide. This is also the spot to find
out other Nest news or to announce news of your own. Impromptu
workshops/performances are welcome! Check the guide and boards
and slot yourself in. You are also warmly welcomed to attend our
Community Assemby at The Point on Saturday at 2pm.
Our communal space is not limited to The Point - feel free to
explore and engage in your surroundings. Hot tip: The Whisper Stage
and the natural amphitheatre marked on the map are available for
adhoc shenanigans.

Welfare Enough

Welfare Enough is a bridge between Rangers, First Aid and
emergency services. We offer a safe, comfortable, sober space for
when things get a bit too much to cope with on your own; or when
your tent has blown away, flooded out or sunk in the mud; or just
to take a breather and sit down with a cup of tea. All of these are
welfare. Welfare Enough will be available from Monday 12.00 to
Sunday 12.00 during the event, and will be located just beyond the
theme camps. Scheduled training is 4pm Wednesday 1st June and
4pm Thursday 2nd June at The Welfare Tent.

Heroes (Nest’s Rangers)

To keep Nest safe and fun for everybody, Heroes are active all
hours, walking throughout the terrain to see what is happening.
If an incident happens, Heroes can help Nestlings on the spot, or
radio in assistance if needed. This is a fun shift to volunteer for, since
you get to mingle with everyone and see all the activities going on.
Heroes work in pairs, so you can sign up with a friend if you like. Prior
experience not needed, training will be provided. Scheduled training
is 11am Monday 30th, Tuesday 31st, Wednesday 1st at The Point.

Leave a Better Trace
Leave No Trace is one of the core principles of Burning Nest,
Nowhere, Burning Man, and every Burn event. Essentially,
Burners take responsibility for their environmental impact.
Leave a Better Trace is a step beyond, and started life at London
Decompression 2019. We believe that the burner community has
the power to make a positive impact not only on the individuals
who are part of it, but also on society at large. We want to
honour the basic burner principle of leaving the environment
as we found it, but why stop there when our community has
such potential to leave a positive trace? Examples of LBT include
planting trees in a place that has been desertified; creating art
or facilities that can be used by the local inhabitants after you
leave; awakening people to take further actions to protect and
improve the environment or become activists.
This means our mission has expanded to include:
• Reducing our environmental impact.
• Educating the community on environment related issues.
• Empowering the community to adopt more environmentally
friendly behaviour, both at burns and in daily life.
Rather than leaving a sea of beer cans, cigarette butts, half-eaten
food, discarded packaging, grubby clothes, wellies, sleeping bags
and abandoned tents, Burners leave only footprints. It is up to
each of us to ensure the long-term survival of our event and
its immediate (and larger) environment. We do this by carefully
considering what to bring, how to get there, and how we behave
on site.
LBT will be doing site resto during strike between 06th – 08th
June. Fancy joining us on a MOOP sweep in the sunshine? Reach
out to us while you are on site at the Welfare Tent to find out
how and when you can help.
Let’s leave a better trace!

here are some top tips for reducing your
impact before, during and after Nest:
Make your travel and Nest experience as sustainable as possible
• Take public transport, ride-sharing, or cycling to and from the site. Consider your
environmental impact while you’re there and on the way home. How can you
change your actions to lower your carbon costs, reduce waste, compost more,
and encourage others to do the same?
Avoid packaging
• Compostable containers are better; reusable containers are best. Rather than
buying single-use plastic water bottles, consider collaborating with others to order
water in reusable containers, or use hard-plastic, reusable water containers that
you can fill up with tap water.
• You will be expected to take any excessive amounts of rubbish home with you.
• At the end of Nest, if you have unopened food left over, it can be donated to the
Nestlings helping with strike and to local food banks.
Matter Out Of Place (MOOP)
• Anything that isn’t in your tent or attached to you can be considered MOOP!
• Do a daily MOOP sweep of your tent area. If you are with a theme camp, do a
line sweep of your camp with your camp-mates making sure you cover the whole
area,.
• Cigarette butts are the most common MOOP item! Buy or make a portable ashtray
(a mint tin, for instance) to collect your cigarette butts and ashes. Never, ever drop
butts.
• Bring bin bags. Ensure you pack black bin bags for trash and clear bags for recycling,
and some way to get food waste to the compost zone. There are 2 separate skips
on site, please make sure you are familiar with what is recyclable and what is not
according to the site signage.
• We provide recycling, compost and regular bins - use them properly!!
• Never let MOOP hit the ground. Clean as you go. MOOP attracts more MOOP.
When you see trash on the ground, pick it up and take it with you. Be the change
you wish to see!
• On the final day of Nest, everyone shares the responsibility of sweeping the site
for MOOP. Theme camps will be allotted an area on the MOOP map that is under
their direct responsibility to return to its original state. In the free camping area,
we are all jointly responsible to MOOP sweep it clean.
The forbidden sparkles
• Do not bring: loose glitter, feather boas, or anything that can fall off your
costume.
No cup, no drink!
• Bring your own cup and bowl: disposable cups, plates and cutlery are one of
the biggest sources of trash at festivals. Burners make sure they always have an
easy-to-carry reusable cup with them to use anywhere, anytime. Be responsible
for your cup and keep it clean.
Keep it clean
• Grey water: when pouring any grey water on the ground, ensure that there is no
organic solid waste (which goes to the compost) or chemicals. Dispose of it away
from any paths, preferably using it to water the trees. You can look up online
how to easily make a grey water filter with a sieve, some plastic containers and
different layers of sand.
• Toiletries you use and that end up on the ground, need to be made of natural
ingredients and fully biodegradable. If you are not sure that your soap/shampoo/
toothpaste is biodegradable, do not use

What? Where?
Where? When?
When?
What?
Guide
Guide
This guide will help you navigate activities occurring
throughout the event, including music, workshops and
performances
The nature of our community is such that much more will be
happening than we could ever document, so be prepared to stumble
upon all manner of magic and feel free to spontaneously create
something wherever you feel called to on our beautiful new site.
Throughout our village you’ll find Theme ‘Cabins’ – camps with
spaces built and curated by community members for all to enjoy.
Theme Cabins will schedule their own programming, so stop by for
the latest news. We’ve printed some of the highlights in this booklet
for a tantalising taste of what you can expect. Feel free to wander
and explore what’s on offer.
Plenty of activities are announced on the day or have to change due
to weather and other unforeseen events. Check theme cabin boards
and visit Centre Camp for the latest announcements and schedule
changes, or to make announcements of your own.

Monday 30th
1:1 (Life/Mindset) Coaching
All day
Mindfulness
Ask for Pedro at BuildyMcBuildFace
Mindset
purpose,
peak
performance,
relationships, and/or health 1 to 1 coaching
session. My gift to you; a holistic approach to help
you with your struggles in life whatever they may
be. We’ll find a quiet, peaceful, private spot and
go deep - there is no topic that will be taboo or
unacceptable. 1-2 ‘slots’ per day of Nest during
the day time and organised on an ad hoc basis.
Grow the Temple
10:00am (2hrs)
Workshop
The Temple
Come add new leaves to the temple and watch it
grow each day by the help of Nestlings love. Come
to the temple, get given a leaf and add it to the
temple structure wherever you like. Assistance
will be on hand.
Nilfucks Coffee Franchise
10:30am
Tasty morsels
Camp Costume Camp and Smoulder HQ
Come get your daily fix of coffee from one of
our branches (we have an aggressive expansion
plan). We accept BURN coin as payment. If you
forgot your crypto wallet then we can instead
negotiate to take a small part of your soul. Open
every morning 10am-midday.
Essex in the Glade
11:00am
Tasty morsels
Essex in the Glade
We shall be hosting “Coffee & Classics” late
mornings and “A Shot after Dark” with upbeat
tunes after midnight. We invite Nestlings to make
use of our area when we’re not using it. There will
be tables and chairs undercover of any blazing
sunshine or soothing rain. A dry wipe board will
be left so Nestlings can display your thing and
times and stuff. Don’t forget you’ll need to leave
the space clean and tidy for the Next Nestling.
Rangers Training
11:00am (1hr)
Training
On site Rangers Training

The Point

Laughter Yoga
11:00am
Workshop The Imaginarium
100% chance to laugh during this yoga session.

Give the gift of Afterglow
12:00pm
Mindfulness
Nominations at the point
Having qualified in therapeutic massage during
lockdown, I am bringing my newly acquired skill
(and my table!) to the community. As a tribute
to the acts of kindness that spilled out of the
last 2 years, I will have a limited number of
massage sessions that nestlings can gift to each
other. Nestlings can nominate someone they
think deserves a little extra care, good deed, or
a general boost. Nominations can be submitted
at The Point, Monday - Thursday Midday.
Make your own name necklace
2:00pm
Workshop The Point
A little workshop where you can make a name
or silly words necklace. Do this at the beginning
of the week as a a great way to avoid the
awkwardness of asking for someone’s name
multiple times. Hosted by Maria
Drawing from nature
2:00pm
Workshop The Imaginarium
Drawing for (in)experienced artists who love
nature
Let’s dance
2:00pm
Dance/movement, Child friendly
Magic Shack Camp
Let’s dance- Get wiggling with some mediation
in movement
BUILDY MC PLAYA TECH
3:00pm (2hr)
Workshop
BuildyMcBuildFace
Don’t know what playa tech is? Come find out
and gain some buildy skills making it!
Lord of Celebration
Morning and evening music events
8:00pm
Music & Good times
The Antiquarian Speak-easy
The Lord of Celebration brings you sunshine and
sublime sounds from across Brazil, Africa and
Europe. I weave musical genres of samba, rap,
rhumba and funk to get your soul moving across
the floor. The sounds I provide will support the
‘The Antiquarian Speak-easy’ event
Essex in the Glade
10:00pm
Tasty morsels
Essex in the Glade
“We shall be hosting “Coffee & Classics” late
mornings and “A Shot after Dark” with upbeat
tunes after midnight. We invite Nestlings to
make use of our area when we’re not using it.
There will be tables and chairs undercover of
any blazing sunshine or soothing rain. A dry
wipe board will be left so Nestlings can display
your thing and times and stuff. Don’t forget
you’ll need to leave the space clean and tidy for
the Next Nestling

Tuesday
Tuesday 31st
31st
1:1 (Life/Mindset) Coaching
All day
Mindfulness
Ask for Pedro at BuildyMcBuildFace
Mindset
purpose,
peak
performance,
relationships, and/or health 1 to 1 coaching
session. My gift to you; a holistic approach to help
you with your struggles in life whatever they may
be. We’ll find a quiet, peaceful, private spot and
go deep - there is no topic that will be taboo or
unacceptable. 1-2 ‘slots’ per day of Nest during
the day time and organised on an ad hoc basis.
Egg heads
10:00am Activity, child friendly
Magic Shack Camp
Kiddies cresshead making workshop
Grow the Temple
10:00am (2hrs)
Workshop
The Temple
Come add new leaves to the temple and watch
it grow each day by the help of Nestlings love.
Come to the temple, get given a leaf and add
it to the temple structure wherever you like.
Assistance will be on hand.
Nilfucks Coffee Franchise
10:00am
Tasty morsels
Camp Costume Camp and Smoulder HQ
Come get your daily fix of coffee from one of
our branches (we have an aggressive expansion
plan). We accept BURN coin as payment. If you
forgot your crypto wallet then we can instead
negotiate to take a small part of your soul. Open
every morning 10am-midday.
Essex in the Glade
11:00am
Tasty morsels
Essex in the Glade
We shall be hosting “Coffee & Classics” late
mornings and “A Shot after Dark” with upbeat
tunes after midnight. We invite Nestlings to make
use of our area when we’re not using it. There will
be tables and chairs undercover of any blazing
sunshine or soothing rain. A dry wipe board will
be left so Nestlings can display your thing and
times and stuff. Don’t forget you’ll need to leave
the space clean and tidy for the Next Nestling
Rangers Training
11:00am (1hr)
Training
On site Rangers Training

The Point

Laughter Yoga
11:00am
Workshop The Imaginarium
100% chance to laugh during this yoga session.

Give the gift of Afterglow
12:00pm
Mindfulness
Nominations at the point then TBA
Having qualified in therapeutic massage during
lockdown, I am bringing my newly acquired skill
(and my table!) to the community. As a tribute
to the acts of kindness that spilled out of the
last 2 years, I will have a limited number of
massage sessions that nestlings can gift to each
other. Nestlings can nominate someone they
think deserves a little extra care, good deed, or a
general boost. Nominations can be submitted at
The Point, Monday - Thursday Midday.
Slow Your Mind Down
with Neil Morbey
12:30pm (1.5hr)
Workshop
Panravia, the Yurt
How do you process viscous and negative cycles
of thought-feeling? In this workshop, I teach a
grounding practice, for when we are panicked
and overwhelmed, and then a writing/talking
practice to help us move past stuck thoughts.
Inspired by ‘The Work’ of Byron Katie.
Group Flow Experience / Personal Development
Workshop
1:00pm (2hr)
Workshop
BuildyMcBuildFace
An experience of group flow state. A gathering of
like-minded sharing a common interest in personal
development or aspiring for “”something more””
in life. Multi-part experiential and interactive
workshop spanning talk, breakout groups, Q&A,
music & other senses! Bring a spoon or utensil
and water if you can. And (optionally) bring
snacks for yourself or to share if desired. Come
on time as the workshop starts promptly and will
close doors 15 min past start time.
Improv Comedy/Drama w/Nocturne
1:00pm (2hr)
Comedy Psychedellyfish
Multi-handed massage workshop
2:00pm (2hr)
Workshop
Adult
Panravia
Melt into pure full-body relaxation, as you
surrender to the sensation of many different
hands massaging you all at once. You will be in
rotating groups of around 5-6, where you can
fluidly request the massage of your choice from
the rest of the group.
This is a consent led, non-sexual but sensual
workshop (18+ only).  We will be using massage
oil, so please bring a towel.  Feel free to be naked,
or to wear clothes where you don’t want to be
touched. We have a limit of 25 people, so places
will be allocated on a first come first served basis.
Please come early to secure your spot.

Sparkle Pony Shaming and Support
2:00pm (30min) Workshop The Point
Have you forgotten something important?
Toothpaste? A rain jacket? Your tent? Do you
want to shame a sparkle pony, and then support
them by providing the missing item? Then this is
the workshop for you! Shame optional; this is a
consent based event. (People who have forgotten
items get to ask lots of people to help provide it.
Entertainment for all.)
Improv Games
2:00pm (30min)
Games
The Imaginarium
Fun games that help people be spontaneous
Fire workshop
2:00pm
Workshop
The Imaginarium
learn how to make fire
Tutu Tuesday dance party in your tutu at 2.22pm
2:22pm (22min)
Dance/movement
Camp Costume Camp
It’s Tutu Tuesday so grab your favourite tutu, or
raid Costume Camp stores and join CCC for a 22
minute 22 second dance party to some tu-tutunes
Women’s Circle
3:00pm
Workshop Magic Shack Camp
Join us for some down time and see where the
energy take us
Spoken Word w/ Mas and Corinne
3:00pm (1hr)
Workshop
Psychedellyfish
BUILD & CELEBRATION PARTY
3:00pm (2.5hr)
Music & good times
BuildyMcBuildFace
Ah, the eternal question of “where should we
have the party?”... well, why not just build a thing
& celebrate it with a party?! Bring your party
pants & pint pot.
Cream Tees(e)
3:30pm (1.5hr)
Tasty morsels
The most appropriate place to eat a scone
Can you eat a scone-in-one? Or are you green in
the Devon cream tee tradition? It’s a fair way still
to go, but a birdie is confident there will be Cream
Teas(e) at Nest this year. So put your portable cup
in your bag, and come along Tuesday, Wednesday
and Friday at around 3.30pm to hook yourselves
a slice of scone.
Discover Your Soul Plan
4:00pm (45min)
Workshop
The Point
Learn about the energies that influence your life
from the name you were given at birth with this

system based on ancient Hebrew numerology.
Calculate your own chart and get some insights
into your challenges, talents and goals in this
lifetime. Hosted by Freya
Panravia Tea Time
4:00pm (1hr)
Tasty morsels
Panravia, the Yurt
Come relax at Panravia for our daily tea service.
A cosy and intimate space to get away from it all.
A place to connect with other Nestlings over a
cup of good loose leaf tea lovingly prepared by
our tea hosts.
Hip Hop w/ Array
4:00pm (2hr) Music & good times
Psychedellyfish
Release your RAW animalistic energy through deep
deep Breath guided by Tigermood!
5:00pm Workshop
The Point
Do you know most of us can hardly be who we
really are, because of social suppression, unjust
rules, regulations and laws?
Do you know you can have a glimpse of who you
are, your higher self-consciousness by switching
yourself into survival mode?
To access our reptilian brain, the crying of
hunger like a baby, you care no more other
opinions but to live!
Tigermood has been many workshops, but none
of them really unleash the BEAST, the RAW, the
Rough animalistic energy, thus he creates one.
We create space and naturally arrange ourselves
like nature/Dao. This workshop will be a good

Wednesday
Wednesday 1st
1st
1:1 (Life/Mindset) Coaching
All day
Mindfulness
Ask for Pedro at BuildyMcBuildFace
Mindset purpose, peak performance,
relationships, and/or health 1 to 1 coaching
session. My gift to you; a holistic approach to
help you with your struggles in life whatever
they may be. We’ll find a quiet, peaceful, private
spot and go deep - there is no topic that will
be taboo or unacceptable. 1-2 ‘slots’ per day of
Nest during the day time.
Grow the Temple
10:00am (2hrs)
Workshop The Temple
Come add new leaves to the temple and watch
it grow each day by the help of Nestlings love.
Come to the temple, get given a leaf and add
it to the temple structure wherever you like.
Assistance will be on hand.

Wednesday
Wednesday 1st
1st
The Hugger Games
with Chris Woodward
10:00am (2hr)
Games
Panravia, the Yurt
A hug Olympia of games to get people
connecting and possibly bring out their childish
competitive side.
Nilfucks Coffee Franchise
10:30am
Tasty morsels
Camp Costume Camp and Smoulder HQ
Come get your daily fix of coffee from one of
our branches (we have an aggressive expansion
plan). We accept BURN coin as payment. If you
forgot your crypto wallet then we can instead
negotiate to take a small part of your soul.
Open every morning 10am-midday.
Local hike
11:00am
Guided walk
Crumpet marquee (meeting point)
A wholesome hike along a local trail. Route
and distance will be agreed depending on
preferences of the group
Laughter Yoga
11:00am Workshop The Imaginarium
100% chance to laugh during this yoga session.
Yoga wake up
11:00am Workshop Psychedellyfish
Start the day with energising yoga. Options will
be provided so that the class is accessible what
ever your experience. bring along a mat if you
have one.
Essex in the Glade
11:00am
Tasty morsels
Essex in the Glade
We shall be hosting “Coffee & Classics” late
mornings and “A Shot after Dark” with upbeat
tunes after midnight. We invite Nestlings to
make use of our area when we’re not using it.
There will be tables and chairs undercover of
any blazing sunshine or soothing rain. A dry wipe
board will be left so Nestlings can display your
thing and times and stuff. Don’t forget you’ll
need to leave the space clean and tidy for the
Next Nestling
Rangers Training
11:00am (1hr)
Training
On site Rangers Training

The Point

Elemental Ecstatic Dance
11:00am(1hr)
Workshop
The Whisper Stage
A guided soundscape and dance movement
journey through the elements, Earth, Air, Fire,
Water, with fun props and accessories, play,
move feel through movement medicine with Rae
& Laurel. Expect a full sensory experience and
deep journey within and with others.
Give the gift of Afterglow
12:00pm
Mindfulness
Nominations at the point then TBA
Having qualified in therapeutic massage during
lockdown, I am bringing my newly acquired skill
(and my table!) to the community. As a tribute
to the acts of kindness that spilled out of the
last 2 years, I will have a limited number of
massage sessions that nestlings can gift to each
other. Nestlings can nominate someone they
think deserves a little extra care, good deed, or a
general boost. Nominations can be submitted at
The Point, Monday - Thursday Midday.
AcroYoga		
12:00pm (1.5hr)
Workshop The Point
Basing, flying, spotting. Learning to trust and
support each other. Surprise yourself with what
you find you are able to achieve! Hosted by
Treasure
Sex positive parenting
12:00pm Workshop Adult Crumpet Tent
Are you an unapologetic slut? Do you have or
want kids? This is your jam! Come and share and
listen about the benefits and challenges of raising
kids in a way that respects consent, boundaries,
pleasure and the sexual autonomy of everyone in
the family - and all in an age appropriate way. We’ll
kick off with contributions from experienced sex
positive and sex working parents before opening
to group discussion. This workshop will include
frank discussion of sex and sexuality, so is not
itself suitable for young children.
Fooling & Voice-Dialogue w/ Neil Morbey
12:20pm (2hr)
Workshop
Panravia, the Yurt
What if you could bring all your crazy,
inappropriate, embarrassing, wonderful and
weird parts out to be seen, played with and to
talk to each other - for the purpose of fun, selfacceptance and to help you heal trauma patterns?
This workshop, inspired by Holly Stoppitt and
Christie Animus helps us do just that. It’s amazing
work and I love it.
Expert stylists and personal shopping drop in at
Costume Camp
12:30pm Workshop Camp Costume Camp
Getting ready for the day? Bored of the same
old clothes? Want a makeover transformation?

Fear not Camp Costume Camp’s got you
covered. Come visit our expert stylists for a
makeover experience like no other. We are here
every day, come drop in!
Magic shack sports day
1:00pm
Games
Child friendly
Meet down on the lawn
Get you’re teams together and let’s get silly
sports day style, fancy dress preferred!
Intention Setting - Defining Directi
on without Plans with Yon
1:00pm
Workshop
Panravia, at the Bell Tent
Being in the chaos of a burn can be freeing but
can also feel like being pushed this way and that,
directionless, without a compass or map. Having
rigid directions or goals don’t work either,
because they don’t allow for flexibility and
immediacy. In this workshop we’ll use guided
meditation and reflection to help you explore
and define an intention that can bring gentle
and flexible guidance to navigating the many
emergent possibilities that arise in a complex
event like nest. Define your guiding principles
and help nest unfold how you want it to.
Repair Cafe
1:00pm (2hr)
Workshop
BuildyMcBuildFace
Favourite blinky thing doesn’t blink any more?
Tonight’s costume falling apart? Camping stuff
disintegrating? Bring it to our repair cafe and
together we’ll have a bash at fixing it. We have
tools and materials to take a look at electronics,
fabrics and more.
Estonian Spiced Rum Tasting
2:00pm (1.5hr)
Tasty morsels
The Antiquarian Speakeasy
Pretty much what it says on the tin, while
stocks last!
Free Love Café
with Chris Woodward
2:00pm (2hr)
Workshop
Panravia, at the Bell Tent
A station where people can come and get a
serving of love in their favourite love language.
May involve tea and biscuits.
Core Cabal Nefarious Conga Party
2:00pm
Party Psychedellyfish
Collective Consciousness Experiment
2:00pm
Workshop
The Imaginarium
Mindful dialogue in a group, this slow paced
conversation that focuses on what is arising in
the present moment.

Embrace Connections
2:00pm
Workshop
The Point
Touch and movement-based activities involving
the whole group that will challenge us and
inspire us. Let’s understand ourselves more and
connect better.
Fire when ready: Dodge-Trebuchet
2:00pm (2hr)
Workshop
BuildyMcBuildFace
Build your own trebuchet. Launch things in a
trebuchet, see if you can push your friend into
the [safe] projectile’s path!
Catch it for extra points!
Ellie’s naughty calendar photoshoots
3:00pm (1hr)
Workshop
Camp Costume Camp
Are you naughty? Do you want to be captured
in all your gloriousness in a calendar? Come and
get involved!!
Cream Tees(e)
3:30pm (1.5hr)
Tasty morsels
The most appropriate place to eat a scone
Can you eat a scone-in-one? Or are you green
in the Devon cream tee tradition? It’s a fair way
still to go, but a birdie is confident there will be
Cream Teas(e) at Nest this year.
Spirit Animal Retrieval
4:00pm
Workshop The Point
Be taken on a drumming journey to help you
meet your power animal, and how to retrieve
for others. Come with an open mind (and a
drum if you have one)!
Multi-handed Massage
4:00pm
Workshop Adult
Crumpet tent
With many hands massaging you at the same
time, you will completely lose yourself in total
full body sensation. You will experience the
magic not knowing what is what, or who is who,
and it will be like nothing like you will have ever
felt before. We will split everyone into rotating
groups of between 5 or 6; and you will have the
chance to receive the massage of your choice
given to you by the rest of the group. This
workshop will have the option to progress to
more sexual touch if you so desire. Please bring
a towel, and if you choose to wear anything,
make sure you don’t mind if it gets oily. We are
limited to 25 places - please show up early to
guarantee a spot.
Panravia Tea Time
4:00pm (1hr)
Tasty morsels
Panravia, the Yurt
Come relax at Panravia for our daily tea service.
A cosy and intimate space to get away from it
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Wednesday 1st
1st

Lord of Celebration
Morning and evening music events
8:00pm
Music & Good times
The Antiquarian Speak-easy
The Lord of Celebration brings you sunshine and
sublime sounds from across Brazil, Africa and
all. A place to connect with other Nestlings over Europe. I weave musical genres of samba, rap,
a cup of good loose leaf tea lovingly prepared by rhumba and funk to get your soul moving across
our tea hosts.
the floor. The sounds I provide will support the
‘The Antiquarian Speak-easy’ event
Kebab Shop Bangers
4:00pm (1hr)
Music & good times
Jazz Piano and Martinis
Psychedellyfish
8:00pm (1hr)
Music & good times
The Point
I am AMAZING workshop
Wear your most outrageous or homey black tie,
4:00pm (1hr)
Workshop
listen to jazzy ivories being tinkled while we ply
Camp Costume Camp
you with martinis. Followed by the Great Piano
This playful workshop will empower us all to
Singalong at Panravia!
realise how incredibly AMAAAAZING we all are.
Be prepared to brag about yourself, and to see Dancing with Fire for Beginners!!
yourself in all your wonder, beauty, uniqueness
8:00pm
Workshop Fire Effigy
and ridiculousness. Get over all your self-doubt Have you ever watched a fire dancing
and eliminate any self-deprecation. Amazing
performance and thought OMG I WANT TO
vibes all round! (May include a cheesy song or
DO THAT?!?! Here’s your chance to learn from
two.)
scratch! This workshop will teach basic safety,
simple prop manipulation, and will give you the
Nest Catwalk of Dreams
chance to develop a routine for performing in
5:00pm (1hr)
Performance
front of an audience. No experience necessary
The Whisper Stage
but *cotton clothing is essential!*
Are you FABULOUS? Do you appreciate other
people’s fabulousness? Wanna parade down our Fire marshal training
Catwalk revealing your unique style, sassy vibe,
8:30pm
Workshop Fire Effigy
and generally show off yourself to the max? We Briefing prospective fire marshals on potential
are ALL supermodels and amazing beyond belief, risks associated with a big burn and fire spinning
and we want to worship your expression in the
world. Come catwalk down and be appreciated, Fire spinning jam!
or appreciate others! You can always pimp your
9:00pm
Workshop Fire Effigy
outfit / look from Costume Camp :)
Welcome to all spinners and pyromaniacs! This is
an opportunity to jam and chill together, practice
Co-create a fantasy
your slick moves, show off your props, swap tricks
6:00pm (2hr)
Workshop Adult
and hang out with fellow circus peeps. We’ll start
Crumpet tent
without fire, and progress to fire as the sun goes
Wouldn’t you love to create a hot play scene
down. We’ll also start thinking about how we
with a new person or even a group? There are
want to perform together at the Effigy Burn on
safe and fun ways to do this. In this workshop,
Saturday. Wear cotton or spin naked!
I’ll teach you one way and we will practice
- getting you ready for an evening of play Nest Fire Performance
stepping into new experiences with new people.
9:30pm
Workshop Fire Effigy
Rehearsal jam for fire performers.
Radialibrium
On the Saturday at the effigy burn, attendees
6:00pm (2hr)
Music & good times
from the workshop and fire performers will
Psychedellyfish
perform for the gathering Nest crowd in advance
of the effigy being lit.
The Great DWS Pub Quiz
6:00pm (2hr)
Quiz
Crumpet opening party
Deadly White Shade
9:00pm
Party Adult
Gently massage your little grey cells with some
Crumpet marquee and tent
light pre-out out quizzing. Unlikely to be a sports Our semi-traditional opening party. Come and
round.
enjoy some suggestively-named cocktails (har
har) and have a dance. Music will continue via
silent disco headsets after sound cut-off. The tent
will be open for dancing, chilling, socialising and
play.

The Great Rainbow Piano Singalong
with Mark Rainbow
9:00pm
Music & good times
Panravia, the fire
Allow me, Mark Rainbow, to be your host for
a good old-fashioned piano singalong around
the gorgeous Panravia firepit. We’ll sing our
way through some of the finest pop classics this
world has ever produced, and it’s going to be
the most fun ever! There will be lyric booklets to
share, and if anyone wants to bring instruments
you are most welcome!
Hot Mess
9:30pm
Activity Hot Mess Camp
Join us at Hot Mess Camp to bask in the radiant
glow of Murmuration - lie down, look up and be
mesmerised by dancing flames above you. Play
with our sound-responsive fire tube and draw
patterns in our flaming sandpit. The art will be
running from after sunset to at least midnight
(or maybe sunrise - who knows).
Moondance
10:00pm

Dance/movement The Point

Nilfucks Coffee Franchise
10:30am
Tasty morsels
Camp Costume Camp and Smoulder HQ
Come get your daily fix of coffee from one of
our branches (we have an aggressive expansion
plan). We accept BURN coin as payment. If you
forgot your crypto wallet then we can instead
negotiate to take a small part of your soul. Open
every morning 10am-midday.
Konsent (what kink teaches us about consent)
Intimate space
11:00am (2hr)
Workshop Adult
Crumpet tent
A talk and interactive workshop that can
include touch. Going deep into consent as both
intention and expression.
Lost Unicorns Brunch
11:00am
Tasty morsels
Lexy’s Magical Unicorn Van
Come for the unicorns, stay for brunch. Vegan
options will be available. BYOB (Bring Your Own
Bubbly). And obviously your own cup. Optional
dress code: sparkly!

Essex in the Glade
10:00pm
Tasty morsels
Essex in the Glade

Essex in the Glade
11:00am
Tasty morsels
Essex in the Glade
We shall be hosting “Coffee & Classics” late
mornings and “A Shot after Dark” with upbeat
tunes after midnight. We invite Nestlings to make
use of our area when we’re not using it. There will
be tables and chairs undercover of any blazing
sunshine or soothing rain. A dry wipe board will
be left so Nestlings can display your thing and
times and stuff. Don’t forget you’ll need to leave
the space clean and tidy for the Next Nestling

Thursday
Thursday 2nd
2nd

Laughter Yoga
11:00am
Workshop The Imaginarium
100% chance to laugh during this yoga session.

We shall be hosting “Coffee & Classics” late mornings
and “A Shot after Dark” with upbeat tunes after
midnight. We invite Nestlings to make use of our area
when we’re not using it. There will be tables and chairs
undercover of any blazing sunshine or soothing rain. A
dry wipe board will be left so Nestlings can display your
thing and times and stuff. Don’t forget you’ll need to
leave the space clean and tidy for the Next Nestling.

1:1 (Life/Mindset) Coaching
All day
Mindfulness
Ask for Pedro at BuildyMcBuildFace

Mindset purpose, peak performance, relationships,
and/or health 1 to 1 coaching session. My gift to you;
a holistic approach to help you with your struggles in
life whatever they may be. We’ll find a quiet, peaceful,
private spot and go deep - there is no topic that will be
taboo or unacceptable. 1-2 ‘slots’ per day of Nest during
the day time.

‘Tickle those tonsils’ Singing workshop, with
Rebecca Whitbread at the Yurt
10:30am
Workshop Panravia
Group singing workshop, connection to breath
and voice, improvisation, harmonising and a
good old fashioned sing along! Inviting those of
all abilities and experience to jump right in and
make some beautiful sounds…

The Naked Mile
12:00pm
Event Starting at the lawn by
the lake and up to free camping
Come and celebrate your amazing body by running
a mile naked around the Nest site. Walkers are
also welcome. Participants must be fully naked,
although shoes and hats are allowed. Body
painting is very much encouraged. Everyone who
finishes will receive a medal. Prizes for the most
creative body painting. If anyone doesn’t want to
run or walk a mile but would like to participate - I
need 3-4 naked marshals to guide people around
the course.

Thursday
Thursday 2nd
2nd
Safer Communication: Empathy Skills
with Neil MorbeY
12:00pm Workshop Panravia, the Bell Tent
Want to learn and practice ways to have safer
communication when you are feeling vulnerable
or in a conflict? In this workshop, I’ll teach a
simple tool to help and we will practice with each
other. Inspired by Empathy Dinners (Andy Hix)
Non-Violent Communication, Reparenting and
Internal Family Systems. It’ll be emotional and
we will be talking to ourselves at times.
Leather workshop
How to hand saddle stitch leather
12:00pm
Workshop The Point
We will teach people how to hand stitch leather.
Tools, thread, some leather and needles will be
provided for everyone who wants to join.
Personal Development/Flowstate w/ Pedro
12:00pm
Workshop Psychedellyfish
Give the gift of Afterglow
12:00pm Mindfulness
Nominations at the point then TBA
Having qualified in therapeutic massage during
lockdown, I am bringing my newly acquired skill
(and my table!) to the community. As a tribute
to the acts of kindness that spilled out of the
last 2 years, I will have a limited number of
massage sessions that nestlings can gift to each
other. Nestlings can nominate someone they
think deserves a little extra care, good deed, or a
general boost. Nominations can be submitted at
The Point, Monday - Thursday Midday.
Expert stylists and personal shopping drop in at
Costume Camp
12:30pm Workshop Camp Costume Camp
Getting ready for the day? Bored of the same
old clothes? Want a makeover transformation?
Fear not Camp Costume Camp’s got you covered.
Come visit our expert stylists for a makeover
experience like no other. We are here every day,
come drop in!
Vision board workshop
12:30pm
Workshop Child friendly
Magic Shack Camp
Come join us for a bit of cutting and sticking in
the sun (we hope!)
Cacao and Cuddles
12:30pm
Tasty morsels Ceremony
Panravia, at the Yurt
Sacred Cacao is used to create connection and
open the heart. In this workshop we’ll partake

in a ceremonial cacao drinking circle, converse
and connect. Then we’ll transition into a cuddle
puddle, a non-sexual space to connect through
tactile touch. The cacao helps with the release
of serotonin, the cuddles release oxytocin, a
natural way to feel all the warm and fuzzy brain
chemicals.
Group Flow Experience
Personal Development Workshop
1:00pm
Workshop BuildyMcBuildFace

An experience of group flow state. A gathering of
like-minded sharing a common interest in personal
development or aspiring for “something more” in
life. Multi-part experiential and interactive workshop
spanning talk, breakout groups, Q&A, music & other
senses! Bring a spoon or utensil and water if you can.
And (optionally) bring snacks for yourself or to share
if desired. Come on time as the workshop starts
promptly and will close doors 15 min past start time.

Vision board workshop
1:30pm (2hr) Workshop Magic Shack Camp
Come join us for a bit of cutting and sticking in
the sun (we hope!)
Intimacy doesn’t have to mean s3x!
2:00pm (2hr)
Workshop Adult
Crumpet tent
Massage workshop. Upper back and shoulder,
hand, and foot will be taught depending on
group preference. Bring a friend/partner, if you
can - you’ll be swapping over half way!
Dancing lifts and dips
2:00pm (2hr)
Workshop Adult
Crumpet marquee
Ever wanted to know how to lift and dip others
safely. You can do this regardless of size. I teach
blues-fusion inspired partner dancing and I’d
love to introduce you to it. No experience or
partner is necessary. Come as you are - nervous
or not. Dance is a great way to learn consent and
overcome anxiety.
Free Love Café
with Chris Woodward
2:00pm (2hr)
Mindfulness
Panravia, the Bell Tent
A station where people can come and get a
serving of love in their favourite love language.
May involve tea and biscuits.
Let’s Make Your Funeral Playlist
2:00pm
Workshop The Point
Prepare a playlist worth dying for! Participants
will be invited to think about the music they’d
most like at their final send-off, and there will
be opportunities to share and talk about your
selection (or you can keep it entirely private).
If you like, it will also be a safe and supportive
environment to talk about other aspects of your
future farewell, perhaps writing down a few
things you’d never had the opportunity to do

before. After all, it’s your funeral!
Henna and ritual body art experience
2:00pm (1.5hr)
Workshop
The Imaginarium
Create a moment to mark something important
or a transformation in your life. Use Henna to
draw this on yourself. This workshop will embrace
the use of Henna for ritual marking on yourself.
Introduction to Poi Spinning
2:30pm Workshop Deadly White Shade
A structured workshop teaching the basics of
spinning poi (a form of dance/flow art involving
swinging balls on a string). This workshop is
suitable for all ages and abilities and no previous
experience is required. Poi will be provided but
if participants can bring their own it will help to
ensure there will be enough. Hosted by Tamlin
Winslow
Tantric Enlightenment For All
Michael Day & Iona McNeil
3:00pm
Workshop The Point
Join the Two Leo Avatars Guru Michael Day and
Iona McNeil for the workshop your souls have
been yearning for. Part talk, part experiential
tantric connection gathering. Michael Day will
psychically channel the messages to elevate your
vibration and transform all your many issues.
We’ll play 5D games, eye gaze and jump around a
bit randomly… Who knows you might meet your
soul mate and discover your life purpose! If not,
never mind- we’ll get an oxytocin hit with a group
hug at the end.Enlightenment guaranteed.
Psychedelic Mushroom Cultivation and Science
3:00pm (1hr) Workshop Psychedellyfish
POWERTOOL PETTING ZOO
3:00pm
Workshop BuildyMcBuildFace
Curious to know about power tools and how to use
them?
‘Five Levels to Domination’: Surrendering to the
Divine Goddess
4:00pm
Workshop Adult
Crumpet tent
In this workshop we will undertake a sensual
journey into Femdom, exploring the dynamics of
D/s via the ritual of foot massage and worship. All
genders welcome
Percussion jam
4:00pm
Workshop The Point
Come and find your inner rhythm at The Point for a
jam session with percussion from around the Nest.
Think drum circle with a bit more funk. Bring your
drums, whistles, buckets or bongos or whatever can
get you into the groove. There will be some pieces
of percussion provided and if we run out we can get
creative with whatever nature provides.

Panravia Tea Time
4:00pm (1hr)
Tasty morsels
Panravia, the Yurt
Come relax at Panravia for our daily tea service. A
cosy and intimate space to get away from it all. A
place to connect with other Nestlings over a cup
of good loose leaf tea lovingly prepared by our tea
hosts.
A makers tour of our flame effects pieces
4:00pm
Guided tour Hot Mess Camp
Hot mess are a loose collective of artists, inspired by our
involvement in the Illumination Village, Burning Man’s
original, 27-year-old fire camp. If you’re interested in
how the art works and what it takes to build, we’d love
to take you on a guided tour and share some of the
things we’ve learned building it.
Thursday Chills
4:00pm (3hr)
Music & good times
Psychedellyfish
Singalong Pirates of Penzance
4:00pm (2.5hr)
Performance
Deadly Whiteshade (free camping)
This aims to be a ham-acted and tunelessly sung
production of Pirates of Penzance at Nest this year.
Why? Cos I ran it at BM 2019 and it was very well
received, it was great fun, and most importantly
Nest isn’t too far from Cornwall! Some pirate hats,
pirate rum (and pineapple juice), and police-person’s
hats, and the full music and dialogue experience. To
partially overcome the Victorian sexism in it, that
women should sing men’s parts and vice versa!
Kundalini Yoga
4:00pm
Workshop The Imaginarium
Kundalini yoga is a form of yoga that involves chanting,
singing, breathing exercises, and repetitive poses.
Hodown vs. Motown
4:00pm (2hr)
Music & good times
Intergalactic Häus of Mojo
HOEDOWN VS MOTOWN
Some things just go together. Peanut butter and jelly.
Cheese and wine. Ant and Dec. Here at Häus Mojo we
like to test the limits of what works. Country music and
Motown? Really? Our scientists were so preoccupied
with whether or not they could, they didn’t stop to
think if they should...
But here we are. Put on your 10 Gallon Hat, your
widest flares, your chaps and your spurred platform
shoes and join us for a jarring music experience. If it
works, who knows what boundary we’ll push next?
Abba vs Aphex Twin, anyone?
DadStep DIY DJ Workshop with Anthony Valenti
4:30pm Workshop Camp Costume Camp
Always wanted to learn how to DJ? Love Dadstep?
Come learn with us, we’ll be mixing and grooving in
no time. Hosted by Anthony Valenti

Thursday
Thursday 2nd
2nd

singer & TV celeb Jane McDonald, JULIE JUICE, WHO WILL GET
YOUR JUICES FLOWING, cruising grannies and our stunning
influencer Chantelle for some night time entertainment. We’ve
got karaoke, shows, interactive dances, mingling with others
and mermaid watching. We hope you make new cruise friends
you can add to your Christmas card list for next year, and take
some selfies with our famous and glamorous crew.

New Moon Spanking party
6:00pm Workshop Adult Crumpet tent
Calling all enthusiasts of butts, beatings and corporal
punishment! Get your spank on and join our group of
like-minded kinksters to indulge in some recreational
bum whacking. Bring your own toys, a willing partner
or come and make friends. We’ll warm up with an
opening circle to discuss safety and consent. Please
arrive at the start, as we’ll close the doors once we get
down to business. All genuine enthusiasts welcome
regardless of experience.
Let’s Be Real Grumpy
with Neil Morbey
6:00pm (1hr) Workshop
Panravia, at the Yurt
If you feel grumpy, angry or pissed off and want a
space to embrace it this one is for you, because trying
to cover that shit with a positive experience is itself a
negative experience; accepting a negative experience
is a positive experience. So we will rage in a structured
way to help you to enjoy it and accept it, with love.
Nathan and Open Jam
7:00pm Music & good times

Psychedellyfish

Lord of Celebration
Morning and evening music events

8:00pm
Music & Good times
The Antiquarian Speak-easy
The Lord of Celebration brings you sunshine and
sublime sounds from across Brazil, Africa and
Europe. I weave musical genres of samba, rap,
rhumba and funk to get your soul moving across
the floor. The sounds I provide will support the
‘The Antiquarian Speak-easy’ event

Free play party
9:00pm (1hr) Party Adult
Crumpet marquee and tent
Our DJs will be playing, with the music continuing
past sound cut-off via silent disco headsets. The tent
will be open for dancing, chilling, socialising and play.
Thursday night effigy drum circle
9:00pm (2hr) Workshop Fire
Meet at the effigy for a drum circle

Effigy

Tropicana Fantasea Cruise Ship Tour, Extravaganza &
Karaoke Show of Dreams!!!
9:00pm Music & good times The Point

Come on board the finest cruise liner of all the seas, The
Tropicana Fantasea, where all your fantasies come true!!
Voted best virtual cruise ship 2020 and 2021. Come meet our
Handsome Captain of the ship, Doletta the cleaner, the talented

Fireside Music, Stories and More
with Yon at the fire
9:00pm Music & good times
Panravia, the fire
Come sit by the fire for an evening of live music, stories,
songs, poems, and more. Chill out and relax. Bring a
story, an instrument, a song, whatever you wish to
share in the open mic style fireplace gathering.
Live Looping Psychedelia
9:00pm Music & good times
Psychedellyfish
Instrumental psychedelic music created live with a
looper, guitars, keyboards and drum machines. Come
along and space out.
Play With Fire
9:30pm Workshop Fire Hot Mess Camp
Join us at Hot Mess and make some fiery music with
our sound-responsive Rubens tube. Bring musical
instruments, your voice, or anything else you like to
make a sound with.
Hot Mess
9:30pm Workshop Fire Hot Mess Camp
Join us at Hot Mess Camp to bask in the radiant glow of
Murmuration - lie down, look up and be mesmerised
by dancing flames above you. Play with our soundresponsive fire tube and draw patterns in our flaming
sandpit. The art will be running from after sunset.
Essex in the Glade
10:00pm
Tasty morsels
-Essex in the Glade
We shall be hosting “Coffee & Classics” late
mornings and “A Shot after Dark” with upbeat
tunes after midnight. We invite Nestlings to
make use of our area when we’re not using it.
There will be tables and chairs undercover of
any blazing sunshine or soothing rain. A dry wipe
board will be left so Nestlings can display your
thing and times and stuff. Don’t forget you’ll
need to leave the space clean and tidy for the
Next Nestling.
Psychedelephant
11:00pm Music & good times
Psychedellyfish
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Friday 3rd
3rd
1:1 (Life/Mindset) Coaching
All day
Mindfulness
Ask for Pedro at BuildyMcBuildFace
Mindset
purpose,
peak
performance,
relationships, and/or health 1 to 1 coaching
session. My gift to you; a holistic approach to
help you with your struggles in life whatever
they may be. We’ll find a quiet, peaceful, private
spot and go deep - there is no topic that will
be taboo or unacceptable. 1-2 ‘slots’ per day of
Nest during the day time.
Nilfucks Coffee Franchise
10:30am
Tasty morsels
Camp Costume Camp and Smoulder HQ
Come get your daily fix of coffee from one of
our branches (we have an aggressive expansion
plan). We accept BURN coin as payment. If you
forgot your crypto wallet then we can instead
negotiate to take a small part of your soul. Open
every morning 10am-midday.
Mens sharing circle
11:00am
Workshop Crumpet tent
All invited, and only those who identify as men
share. Discuss radical and conscious creation of
relationships that challenge patriarchy.
Essex in the Glade
11:00am
Tasty morsels
Essex in the Glade
We shall be hosting “Coffee & Classics” late
mornings and “A Shot after Dark” with upbeat
tunes after midnight. We invite Nestlings to
make use of our area when we’re not using it.
There will be tables and chairs undercover of
any blazing sunshine or soothing rain.
Introduction to Belly Dance Workshop
Hosted by Gigi
11:00am
Dance/movement
Panravia, the Yurt
Bellydance is one of the world’s oldest and
most complex forms of dance, steeped in a
rich historical and cultural context. Join this
introductory 1 hour workshop where you can
learn the foundations whilst connecting with
many of the fascinating aspects of this ancient art
form including; Culture, Self, Wellbeing, Music &
People.The workshop will include; fundamental
bellydance technique, techniques to connect
body & mind and creative group exercises. This
workshop is ‘Open Level’ and suitable for total
beginners in dance and those more experienced
in moving their body. The workshop will be
facilitated by Gigi, a passionate communityorientated bellydance.

Hedgerow Herb Adventure / Wild and Free Foraging
and Wild Plant Walk
11:00am
Guided tour
Meet outside The Point
Come and discover what is around the amazing
Nest site that can be foraged and used for
herbal medicine. A great time for some Nature
connection. We will have a short walk and talk
about the powerful herbal allies that are native
to our British hedgerows and verges. We will end
in Freecamp where you will have the chance to
sample some healing teas and nourishing infusions.
Meet Sammie outside The Point.
Yoga wake up
11:00am Workshop Psychedellyfish
Start the day with energising yoga. Options will
be provided so that the class is accessible what
ever your experience. bring along a matt if you
have one.
Laughter Yoga
11:00am
Workshop The Imaginarium
100% chance to laugh during this yoga session.
Word Games
12:00pm (4hr)
Games
The Antiquarian Speakeasy
Come and engage your verbal playfulness and
creativity at our word games marathon!
Laughter yoga
12:00pm
Workshop Crumpet marquee
Join us for some fun laughter and breathing
exercises. Let out your playful side in a group
setting. All welcome. Eva Provedel is a certified
coach and laughter yoga teacher who loves
spreading joy and connection.
Effigy Rhythm Workshop
12:00pm
Workshop The Point
Musicians and the music-curious, join us to
play with rhythm and create the percussion
procession rhythm for the effigy. Bring drums,
other instruments, noisemakers of any kind, and
all your creativity.
Improv Comedy/Drama w/ Nocturne
12:00pm (2hr)
Comedy Psychedellyfish
Expert stylists and personal shopping drop in
12:30pm
Workshop
Camp Costume Camp
Getting ready for the day? Bored of the same old
clothes? Want a makeover transformation? Fear
not Camp Costume Camp’s got you covered. Come
visit our expert stylists for a makeover experience
like no other. We are here every day, come drop
in!

Friday
Friday 3rd
3rd

Leave a Better Trace
2:00pm Discussion
The Point

Repair Cafe
13:00pm
Workshop BuildyMcBuildFace
Favourite blinky thing doesn’t blink any more?
Tonight’s costume falling apart? Camping stuff
disintegrating? Bring it to our repair cafe and
together we’ll have a bash at fixing it. We have
tools and materials to take a look at electronics,
fabrics and more.
This isn’t the burn I asked for
Guided IFS Facilitation Hosted by Yon
13:30pm
Workshop Panravia, the Yurt

Ever notice that this isn’t the burn you asked for? You
had intentions, you wanted to get something out of it,
but it’s just not going the way you ‘wanted’ it to. We
bring our lives into a burn, our wholes selves. These
events are long enough that often we can’t use them
to escape what’s going on for us. So rather than escape
let us connect to what’s happening in our inner worlds
and really listen to what we need here and now. In this
workshop you’ll be guided through an IFS (Internal Family
Systems) visualisation to build a greater dialogue with
the different parts of yourself and build more harmony
within yourself. IFS is a methodology that understands
our psychology as a dynamic system of interacting parts.
It’s incredibly powerful and transformational work. If
you’re interested in understand yourself better then
come along and explore your inner world here.

Tree Walk
2:00pm

Guided tour

Meet at The Point

Come along on a walk to have a closer look at trees,
learn how to tell your alder from your elder, your ash
from an aspen* and generally appreciate the green
world around us. *actual trees seen will depend on the
trees that turn up on site

Massage and microdosing
2:00pm (2hr)
Workshop
Crumpet tent

Adult

We will explore the potential of massage in altered
states, understanding the physiological and psychological
effects and enhancements of the practice.

Critical tits
2:00pm Parade BuildyMcBuildFace
Where burners get their bodies out and our
allies be our guardians. Workshop first to make
tassels, chat & be silly with parade following.
Prosecco will be offered to those who parade
- bring your cup. All welcome except anyone
of the wankery kind ( they can stay home
entertaining themselves)
Bowen Technique w/ Georgie
2:00pm (1hr)
Workshop
Psychedellyfish
We can do better than Leaving No Trace...

Leave No Trace is one of the core principles of Burning
Man and every Burn event. Essentially, Burners take
responsibility for their environmental impact.
But why stop there when our community has such
potential to leave a positive trace?
We believe that the burner community has the power
to make a positive impact not only on the individuals
who are part of it, but also on society at large. So we
are asking everyone to go beyond simply leaving no
traces, and Leave a Better Trace.
This principle was first introduced at London
Decompression 2019.
Examples of LBT include planting trees in a place that
has been desertified; creating art or facilities that
can be used by the local inhabitants after you leave;
awakening people to take further actions to protect
and improve the environment or become activists.
We invite you to this critical talk and discussion, to
consider how we can. Reduce our environmental
impact from the event and in default world.
Educate the community on environment related
issues. Empower the community to adopt more
environmentally-friendly behaviour, both at burns and
in daily life.

Family Constellations
2:00pm Workshop
The Imaginarium
Family Constellation is a powerful method to
help you recognise difficult entanglements,
both in your family of origin as well as in your
present family or relationship.
GILFs - The Guildford Institute of Lady Felters
present Vulva Felting and Tea (936th meeting)
2:30pm (1.5hr)
Workshop
Camp Costume Camp

The much acclaimed organisation the Guildford
Institute of Lady Felters (GILFs) have been bringing
expert needle felting to Surrey’s finest for the last
twenty years. Don a headscarf, and your best dress to
join their 936th meeting. Over complimentary tea and
biscuits we make rather fetching felt vulvas to attach
to your favourite headpiece and perhaps the odd
penis too.

RAGE STRUCTURE
2:30pm (2.5hr)
Workshop
BuildyMcBuildFace
Don’t know what a Rage Structure is?? Come
find out & have some smashing fun!
Long Hard Skank
3:00pm (2hr)
Music & good times
Psychedellyfish
Cream Tees(e)
3:30pm (1.5hr)
Tasty morsels
The most appropriate place to eat a scone
Can you eat a scone-in-one? Or are you green
in the Devon cream tee tradition? It’s a fair way

still to go, but a birdie is confident there will be
Cream Teas(e) at Nest this year.
How sex-positivity can improve all areas of your life
4:00pm (1hr)
Workshop Adult
Crumpet Marquee

An interactive discussion based workshop where we talk
about the basics of sex-positive e.g. setting boundaries,
communicating clearly, accepting no for an answer etc
and then explore together how this can affect other
areas of your life and lead to more confidence, better
communication throughout. This is mostly a group
discussion with break out groups as well.

Life drawing
4:00pm (2hr)
Workshop Crumpet tent
Come draw, or perhaps be drawn, or both. No
artistic or modelling skills needed. Arrive a lil
early and talk to Pip if you wanna model. Some
basic art materials supplied, but please bring
your own if you have some. Happy sketching.
Panravia Tea Time
4:00pm (1hr)
Tasty morsels
Panravia, the Yurt
Come relax at Panravia for our daily tea service.
A cosy and intimate space to get away from it all.
A place to connect with other Nestlings over a
cup of good loose leaf tea lovingly prepared by
our tea hosts.
Conflict Resolution Workshop
4:00pm
Workshop The Point
An opportunity to discuss what conflict means
to you and use this to help us co-create a
resilience framework to improve how our
community navigates conflict, whether that be
with self, other or the environment
Bubbles & Black holes
4:00pm (1hr)
Interactive talk
Camp Costume Camp
The Ambassador’s Party
4:20pm
Interactive talk
Deadly White Shade
Crack open the Ferrero Rocher. The Ambassador
is arriving and needs a warm welcome. Sangria
and silliness. Hosted by Hilda
Ecstatic dance party love yourself into the
weekend
5:00pm
Dance/movement
Child friendly Magic Shack Camp
Get sweaty and love yourself into the weekend
Find your Rock Star alter ego
5:00pm Workshop Camp Costume
Camp
Hosted by award winning writer Dawn King and
co-hosted by some random person Calvin- Find your
Rock Star alter ego - - Always wanted to be a famous
rock star? Now you can! Find your rock star alter ego

and dress as them using the fantabulous clothes from
costume camp. Practice important skills like air guitar!
Lip sync to various rock anthems! Learn how to avoid
the paparazzi, throw TV’s out of hotel windows, and
throw killer poses for fan photos! NB no actual TVs will
be harmed during this workshop.

Harnessed dancing in rope
6:00pm Workshop Adult
Crumpet tent

Dance and rope play. Learn to tie a basic rope harness
and mix partner/group dancing and rope play add
another element to your party. Suitable for both dance
and kink newbies. Come alone or with others. Some rope
provided, but please bring your own if possible.

Reggaeton/Latinx Music Party Vibe
6:00pm (2hr) Music & good times
BuildyMcBuildFace
Te gusta bailar? El español? Come dance to the
vibes of Ozuna, Farruko, Bad Bunny & the like
and feel transported to Latin America. Vamos!
The Cabaret
7:23pm (+/- Artists time)
The Point

Performance

Lord of Celebration
Morning and evening music events
8:00pm
Music & Good times
The Antiquarian Speak-easy
The Lord of Celebration brings you sunshine and
sublime sounds from across Brazil, Africa and
Europe. I weave musical genres of samba, rap,
rhumba and funk to get your soul moving across
the floor. The sounds I provide will support the
‘The Antiquarian Speak-easy’ event
Crumpet party
9:00pm (until late) Party Adult
Crumpet marquee and tent
We will be serving cocktails! Our DJs will be
playing, with the music continuing past sound
cut-off via silent disco headsets. The tent will be
open for dancing, chilling, socialising and play.
Friday night effigy drum circle
9:00pm (2hr) Workshop Fire Effigy
Meet at the effigy for a drum circle.
Hot Mess
9:30pm Activity Fire Hot Mess Camp
Join us at Hot Mess Camp to bask in the radiant
glow of Murmuration - lie down, look up and be
mesmerised by dancing flames above you. Play
with our sound-responsive fire tube and draw
patterns in our flaming sandpit. The art will be
running from after sunset to at least midnight
(or maybe sunrise - who knows)
Acid Fridays with The Cross Party Selecta

Friday
Friday 3rd
3rd
Committee
10:00pm Music & good times
Psychedellyfish
Essex in the Glade
00:00am
Tasty morsels
Essex in the Glade
“We shall be hosting “Coffee & Classics”
late mornings and “A Shot after Dark” with
upbeat tunes after midnight.

Saturday
Saturday 4th
4th

Play Fighting
11:00am (2hr)
Workshop
Adult
Crumpet tent
Challenge someone to a play fight, agree
boundaries and enjoy. Can be soft or energetic
and all play, clothing optional.
Laughter Yoga
11:00am Workshop The Imaginarium
100% chance to laugh during this yoga session.
Noisemaker Workshop
12:00pm (1hr)
Workshop
The Point
Want to make some noise?! Join us to assemble
home-made instruments to use later in the effigy
procession (or whenever you like!). No supplies
required but feel free to bring cans, small objects
eg lentils to shake around, and any other materials
to share.

Expert stylists and personal shopping drop in at
Costume Camp
12:30pm
Workshop
Camp Costume Camp
Getting ready for the day? Bored of the same
old clothes? Want a makeover transformation?
1:1 (Life/Mindset) Coaching
Fear not Camp Costume Camp’s got you covered.
All day
Mindfulness
Come visit our expert stylists for a makeover
Ask for Pedro at BuildyMcBuildFace
like no other. We are here every day,
Mindset
purpose,
peak
performance, experience
come
drop
in!
relationships, and/or health 1 to 1 coaching
session. My gift to you; a holistic approach to Body painting
help you with your struggles in life whatever
1:00pm (2hr)
Workshop
they may be. We’ll find a quiet, peaceful, private
Crumpet
marquee
spot and go deep - there is no topic that will be Express yourself on a human canvas! You can ask
taboo or unacceptable. 1-2 ‘slots’ per day of Nest to be painted by the workshop lead, paint each
during the day time.
other, or even paint yourself. Paint and brushes
provided
Nilfucks Coffee Franchise
10:30am
Tasty morsels
Life Drawing
Camp Costume Camp and Smoulder HQ
1:00pm
Workshop The Imaginarium
Come get your daily fix of coffee from one of Learn
to
draw
with life models
our branches (we have an aggressive expansion
plan). We accept BURN coin as payment. If you Group Flow Experience
forgot your crypto wallet then we can instead Personal Development Workshop
negotiate to take a small part of your soul. Open
1:00pm (2hr) Workshop
every morning 10am-midday.
BuildyMcBuildFace
An experience of group flow state. A gathering of
Essex in the Glade
like-minded
sharing a common interest in personal
11:00am
Tasty morsels
development
or aspiring for “”something more””
Essex in the Glade
in
life.
Multi-part
and interactive
We shall be hosting “Coffee & Classics” late workshop spanning experiential
talk, breakout groups, Q&A,
mornings and “A Shot after Dark” with upbeat music & other senses!
a spoon or utensil
tunes after midnight. We invite Nestlings to and water if you can.Bring
And
bring
make use of our area when we’re not using it. snacks for yourself or to share(optionally)
if
desired.
Come
There will be tables and chairs undercover of on time as the workshop starts promptly and will
any blazing sunshine or soothing rain. A dry wipe close doors 15 min past start time.
board will be left so Nestlings can display your
thing and times and stuff. Don’t forget you’ll The Neo-Classic Period
need to leave the space clean and tidy for the
1:30pm (1hr)
Event
Next Nestling.

Psychedellyfish
Bug Walk
2:00pm
Bush walk The Point
A walk looking at the wild life happening under our
noses - we’ll have a closer look at bees, butterflies,
millipedes and anything else that’s out and about.
Do bring a magnifying glass or hand lens if you
have one.
No hands sensual massage
2:00pm
Workshop Adult
Crumpet tent
Massage can be done with much more than
just the hands! Learn to use almost every part
of your body as an implement of massage,
reducing muscular strain for the masseuse and
leverage your body weight more effectively for
better results!
Massage Time with Han
2:00pm
Workshop
Panravia, the Bell Tent
A chance to wind down and take care of your
weary body from all that partying... ready for
the next round! Give and receive, with some
guidance if needed. Oils provided but please
BYOT (towel).
Nest community meeting
2:00pm (1hr)
Meeting The Point
It’s been a long three years but we’re back! Let’s
get together and have a good old chinwag about
how we can all participate to make Nest even
better in the coming years Have some ideas?
Make yourself heard!
Cosmic Sound Soup
2:00pm (2hr)
Music & good times
Psychedellyfish
Improv Games
2:00pm
Games The Imaginarium
Fun games that help people be spontaneous
Hula hoop and poi jam
2:00pm
Workshop
Meet under the oak tree by welfare
Learn some hoop tricks, learn some poi moves.
Spin those arms, shake those hips! I accept no
responsibility for injury to your face or genitals.
Please bring your own hoop and poi! Hosted by
spinning Jenny and Tamlin
Pub quiz
2:30pm
Games The Point
We bring the quiz, you bring the team name.
Pub optional.
Intro to contact improv
3:00pm
Workshop
Crumpet marquee

Adult

Explore partnered and group movement.
Beginner friendly. No partner required.
tie your own tutu
3:00pm (1hr)
Workshop
Camp Costume Camp
Bring your own fabrics, and get ready to create
your dream tutu by tying nots. Taking some
light inspiration from shibari, and catering to
our complete lack of sewing equipment, tying
ourselves up in tutu-able fabrics and then
ripping the excess to shreds with our teeth will
just have to do.Please bring your own fabrics.
Think tulle, old net curtains, spare tshirts, your
ex’s knickers. Whatever you want to shred and
re-thread, this is your moment
Afrobeats & Caribbean Music Vibes Party
3:00pm (2hr)
Music & good times
BuildyMcBuildFace
Time to go to a warm, tropical beach somewhere
in the Caribbean or by a coast somewhere in
Africa. Come vibe to the sounds of Burna Boy,
Gyptian, Spinall, Dadju, & the like!
Panravia Tea Time
4:00pm (1hr)
Tasty morsels
Panravia, the Yurt
Come relax at Panravia for our daily tea service.
A cosy and intimate space to get away from it all.
A place to connect with other Nestlings over a
cup of good loose leaf tea lovingly prepared by
our tea hosts.
Super Ambition Happy Hour
4:00pm (1hr)
Workshop The Point
We all have ambitions. Some we pursue. Others
we hesitate to pursue. If ambition is on your
mind, this is the place for you. Come join fellow
ambitious burners to discuss our ambitions, get
inspiration, and learn from each other.
Ecstatic Dance w/ Iona
4:00pm (2hr)
Workshop
Psychedellyfish
Sweet 16 birthday party
by Dawn & Calvin
4:00pm
Party Camp Costume Camp
Hosted by award winning writer Dawn King and
co-hosted by some random person Calvin - It’s
YOUR BIRTHDAY! Come celebrate at the teen
birthday party you weren’t cool/uncool enough
to have when you were actually sixteen! Come
dressed as your finest jock/nerd/cool/slut
teenage self. Dance to the music of teen icons
through the ages. Play (consensual) spin the

Saturday
Saturday 4th
4th
bottle and seven minutes in heaven! Bring a
gift for a mass gift exchange. Bring your own
drinks and party snacks. Mass Happy Birthday
singalong. Anyone whose actual birthday it is
gets a SPECIAL PRIZE tbc.
Dolly Parton! Dolly Parton! Dolly Parton!
4:00pm (1.5hr)
Party
Intergalactic Häus of Mojo
Denim jeans and chequered shirts are
encouraged for this music legend dedicated
hour and a half! There will be a line dancing
lessons hosted by Lisa, so bring your dancing
boots! Häus Mojo offer their very own home
brewed cider, dance space and open mic stage!
Community Living Discussion
5:00pm
Workshop The Point
Do you live in a community? Would you like
to? Can we create permanent communities in
the default world that feel like Burning Man?
Come share your knowledge and interest
about starting and living in communities.
Intro to Rope/Shibari
5:00pm
Workshop
Adult
Crumpet tent
Learn some different uses for rope in kink and
sex and some basic rope technique. Bring a
partner to practice with or match up in the
workshop. Rope will be provided, but bring
your own if you have it.
Lord of Celebration
Morning and evening music events
7:00pm
Music & Good times
The Antiquarian Speak-easy
The Lord of Celebration brings you sunshine
and sublime sounds from across Brazil,
Africa and Europe. I weave musical genres of
samba, rap, rhumba and funk to get your soul
moving across the floor. The sounds I provide
will support the ‘The Antiquarian Speakeasy’ event
Percussion procession start!
8:00pm
Procession
Starting at Freecamping
Meet at the entrance to free camping to make
some noise, wind our way through the site,
gather all the nestlings, and end up at the
effigy ready for the burn.

~~~~~~Effigy~~~~~~~
8:00pm

Burn

Effigy

There’s no Space like Home
9:30pm
Party Camp Costume Camp
Come party with Camp Costume Camp like it’s
the last night in...SPACE! Expect extra-testicular
sightings and Out of Spacy UV lighting and
fashion recommendations.
Free play party
10:00pm
Party
Adult
Crumpet marquee and tent
Our DJs will be playing, with the music continuing
past sound cut-off via silent disco headsets. The
tent will be open for dancing, chilling, socialising
and play.
Hot Mess
10:00pm
Activity Hot Mess Camp
Join us at Hot Mess Camp to bask in the radiant
glow of Murmuration - lie down, look up and be
mesmerised by dancing flames above you. Play
with our sound-responsive fire tube and draw
patterns in our flaming sandpit. The art will be
running from after sunset to at least midnight
(or maybe sunrise - who knows).
Vinny B2B PscheDelephant
10:30pm Music & good times
Psychedellyfish
The Bass Race - DNB
11:30pm Music & good times
Psychedellyfish
In the mix with bushy gill
1:00am Music & good times
Psychedellyfish
From disco to dub, to big beat breaks

Sunday
Sunday 5th
5th
1:1 (Life/Mindset) Coaching
All day
Mindfulness
Ask for Pedro at BuildyMcBuildFace

Mindset purpose, peak performance, relationships,
and/or health 1 to 1 coaching session. My gift to you;
a holistic approach to help you with your struggles in
life whatever they may be. We’ll find a quiet, peaceful,
private spot and go deep - there is no topic that will
be taboo or unacceptable. 1-2 ‘slots’ per day of Nest
during the day time.

Nilfucks Coffee Franchise
10:30am
Tasty morsels
Camp Costume Camp and Smoulder HQ

Come get your daily fix of coffee from one of our
branches (we have an aggressive expansion plan). We
accept BURN coin as payment. If you forgot your crypto
wallet then we can instead negotiate to take a small
part of your soul. Open every morning 10am-midday.

Essex in the Glade
11:00am
Tasty morsels
Essex in the Glade

We shall be hosting “Coffee & Classics” late mornings
and “A Shot after Dark” with upbeat tunes after
midnight. We invite Nestlings to make use of our area
when we’re not using it. There will be tables and chairs
undercover of any blazing sunshine or soothing rain. A
dry wipe board will be left so Nestlings can display your
thing and times and stuff. Don’t forget you’ll need to
leave the space clean and tidy for the Next Nestling.

Laughter Yoga
11:00am Workshop The Imaginarium
100% chance to laugh during this yoga session.
Random workshops
11:00am (until evening) Workshop
Crumpet marquee and tent
Weird ideas and anything that wouldn’t fit onto
the schedule during the week. Come look at our
noticeboard to see what’s up.
Fooling and Voice-Dialogue
with Neil Morbey
12:00pm (2hr) Workshop
Panravia, at the Yurt

What if you could bring all your crazy, inappropriate,
embarrassing, wonderful and weird parts out to be
seen, played with and to talk to each other - for the
purpose of fun, self-acceptance and to help you heal
trauma patterns? This workshop, inspired by Holly
Stoppitt and Christie Animus helps us do just that. It’s
amazing work and I love it.

AcroYoga
12:00pm (1.5hr) Workshop The Point
Basing, flying, spotting. Learning to trust and
support each other. Surprise yourself with what
you find you are able to achieve! Hosted by
Treasure
Spirit Animal Retrieval
1:30pm (1hr) Workshop The Point
Be taken on a drumming journey to help you
meet your power animal, and how to retrieve
for others. Come with an open mind (and a
drum if you have one)!
Spill the Tea
with Famia Askan
2:00pm (1hr) Workshop
Panravia, the Bell Tent

Depending on how many people turn up/what people
would be more comfortable with this will either run as
individual time slots (15 mins or so) or a big group thing.
I will listen to whatever people want to talk about in a
free associative sort of way, no structure or rules etc.

Costume Amnesty
2:00pm Workshop Camp Costume
Camp
Still got that shiny cape and floral dress
belonging to Costume Camp lurking in the back
of your tent? Return items back to CCC, have a
cuppa and tell the grans and all your distance
cousins at CCC how your Nest went down.
Hula hoop and poi jam
2:00pm (1hr) Workshop
Meet under the oak tree by welfare
Learn some hoop tricks, learn some poi moves.
Spin those arms, shake those hips! I accept no
responsibility for injury to your face or genitals.
Please bring your own hoop and poi! Hosted
spinning Jenny
Cacao and Cuddles with Yon
3:00pm (1hr)
Tasty morsels
Panravia, at the Yurt

Tired? Been burning the candle at both ends? Come
join us for Sacred Cocao and cuddles. Sacred Cacao is
used to create connection and open the heart. In this
workshop we’ll partake in a ceremonial cacao drinking
circle, then we’ll transition into a cuddle puddle, a nonsexual space to connect through tactile touch. The cacao
helps with the release of serotonin, the cuddles release
oxytocin, a natural way to feel all the warm and fuzzy
brain chemicals - just what you need on the Sunday of
a burn.

Men’s Sharing Circle
3:00pm (2hr) Workshop Psychedellyfish
For anyone male identifying to come share, be
witnessed and be held in a safe container as the
Burn draws to a close. We will also discuss what
more we can do as a community to support
men’s mental health.

Singing workshop
4:00pm (2hr) Workshop

Crumpet marquee

A casual singing session, proving that singing is for everyone
- no experience needed. Expect fun vocal warmups, making
a human sound bath, sonic meditations, easy folk songs
from around the world, rounds and sea shanties. We are
also very open to people bringing their own songs to share,
if they are easily teachable. There will be no gendered parts
or sheet music. Just voices and bodies vibrating together,
affirming that every sound that comes out of you is valid.

Panravia Tea Time
4:00pm (1hr)
Tasty morsels
Panravia, the Yurt
Come relax at Panravia for our daily tea service. A
cosy and intimate space to get away from it all. A
place to connect with other Nestlings over a cup
of good loose leaf tea lovingly prepared by our tea
hosts.
Burn your TERFs
4:00pm
Ceremony
Mojo’s campfire
Have you been feeling guilty about the row of books
written by an author who has since revealed herself
to be a despicable transphobe? Me too. Come and
use them for good by creating fire. Bring your own,
or some charity shop copies will be provided.
Live Music by The Lake
4:00pm
Music & good times
By the lake
Live psychedelic music performance with a loop
pedal, guitars, keyboards and drum machines.
Guayusa Ceremony
with John Fryer
5:00pm (1.5hr)
Ceremony
Panravia, the Yurt

Ilex Guayusa is a holy tree native to the Amazon rainforest
with ancestral medicinal properties and is seen as a gentle
ally for divination and connection to the dream world. We
will sit in circle with her and connect to our ceremonial
intentions to see what visions she brings. Bringing a sacred
object for our altar and a journal is most welcome. (Note
this is not hallucinogenic. Please arrive sober with water
bottle / cup, don’t eat anything 3-5 hours before, and do
your best to avoid dairy / meat / caffeine today)

~~~~~~Temple~~~~~~~
8:00pm

Burn

The Temple

Chilled free play
10:00pm
Party Crumpet marquee/tent
No loud music, just a nice warm place to hang
out and play. We may break out the silent disco if
there’s demand for a final boogie
Acoustic Jams
10:00pm
Music & good times
Psychedellyfish

Free scribe ...
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